Typical Planter

Deck
790-11 Membrane System
Separation Layer (G 100 s/s)
Insulation (Drainage Type Opt.)
Geocomposite Drainage Layer (DB 650)
Filter Fabric (NO3 or NO4)
Earth Cover

Typical Plaza (Pavers in Setting Bed)

Deck
790-11 Membrane System
Asphaltic Protection Board
Setting Bed for Pavers
Pavers

Typical Plaza (Pavers on Pedestals)

Deck
790-11 Membrane System
Separation Layer (G 100 s/s)
Insulation (Drainage Type Opt.)
Geocomposite Drainage Layer (DB 650 Optional)
Filter Fabric (NO3 or NO4, if Geocomposite Drainage Layer not used)
Pedestal Supports
Pavers